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By Allan Metcalf

Cengage Learning, Inc, United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Have you ever aspired to gain linguistic immortality
by making up a word? Many people - such famous writers as Jonathan Swift, Lewis Carroll, and Dr.
Seuss, along with many lesser-known - have coined new words that have endured. But most of the
new words people put forward fail to find favour. Why are some new words adopted, while others
are ignored? Allan Metcalf explores this question in his fascinating look at new-word creation. In
surveying past coinages and proposed new words, Metcalf discerns lessons for linguistic longevity.
He shows us, for instance, why the humourist Gelett Burgess succeeded in contributing the words
blurb and bromide to the language but failed to win anyone over to bleesh or diabob. Metcalf
examines terms invented to describe political causes and social phenomena (silent majority, Gen-X),
terms coined in books (edge city, Catch-22), brand names and words derived from them (aspirin,
Ping-Pong), and words that derive from misunderstandings (cherry, kudo). He develops a scale for
predicting the success of newly coined words and uses it to foretell which emerging words will
outlast...
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It is straightforward in read through preferable to fully grasp. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 percent of the pdf. Your life span will be enhance
once you comprehensive looking at this pdf.
-- Jor g e Ha m m es-- Jor g e Ha m m es

Just no terms to describe. This is for those who statte that there was not a worth studying. I am just easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Desha wn Roob-- Desha wn Roob
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